Customer Feedback
Air Sanitation

"We have been using the airoclean420 for the past 6 months with great success. Since implementing this system we
have seen a reduction in powdery mildew. This in turn saves us money and peace of mind by not having to spray for
these problems. With the world of growing always changing this device gives you the power to have the control in
your hands. With less sprays comes less money on fungicides and less man hours wasted spraying leaving your
employees free to handle other task without the worry of residual fungicides in your product."
Brian Matthews - Firehouse Organics
“Yes the Airoclean420 systems are working very well, the mold has disappeared from the grow, it was like magic
that soon as I put up the last one the mold was gone! Excellent product I have recommended to many of my
colleagues."
Adam Silvestri - Owner - NaturesAZ Medicines
“We were quite skeptical about the Airoclean420 at ﬁrst. We had continually fought powdery mildew, it was always
a struggle. Since installing units in veg and ﬂowering, we saw a marked improvement immediately and
subsequently, the PM issue has GONE AWAY. Thanks to the Airoclean420 our plants are producing better quantity
and quality which is good for us and our patients".
Darcy Hansen - Owner - Mile High Remedies, LLC
“The AiroClean420 has really cleaned our air and in a BIG way! Thank you for making this an easy and
informative process. After using the AiroClean420's for a month, we have tested with the lab and are now
running totally clean!”
Gareth Nelson, Operations Manager - Waveseer
“Walking Raven's goal has always been quality and purity throughout the whole horticultural process. To keep
purity, we needed something non-chemical. Then we were introduced to AiroClean420. We decided to use the unit in
our warehouse and have had great results. Thanks for such a great product that's both safe and easy to use. The low
power consumption is also a huge plus in our industry. Great Job!”
Nick Lothamer, Co-Owner - Walking Raven MMC
“We have been using the airoclean420 for several months now, and really like the results of using it. We would like
to order 5 more for now, and purchase more in the future for our existing facility and our future facilities."
Wes Brodbeck, Cultivation Director, Choice Cannabis
“The AiroClean 420 unit was more than capable of reducing the presence of airborne contaminants across the
board. . In conjunction with our IPM program the AiroClean 420 unit assisted in maintaining a ﬁnal product that
was completely free of contaminants as well as achieving an overall better air quality. The AiroClean 420 is a
great addition to any cultivation center's preventative IPM program.”
Trevor Hossterman, Good Meds Newtork
“I just wanted to send you a thank you for introducing Sundance Garden's to the AiroClean420 technology. We
pride ourselves in having one of the cleanest operations in the state of CO and we still were ﬁghting oﬀ powdery
mildew. After installing AiroClean420, the next harvest had almost no issue with powdery mildew. I hope that it
can help other businesses keep their operations cleaner and not have to worry so much about airborne fungi.”
Jason Ray, Master Marijuana Cultivator - Sundance Garden’s
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